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Examples of forms of references:

**Tables**. Tables must be placed on separate pages, just after the References, and must be numbered consecutively in the order in which they are cited in the text. Each table must have a concise title placed above it, and abbreviations used in the table must be defined as footnotes.

**Figures**. Figures must be numbered consecutively starting with the first citation in the text. A list of figure legends must be placed on a separate page just after the tables. Each figure must have a legend appearing below it. All figures will be printed in black and white, unless selected for color reproduction by the Editor or there is a request for this from the authors. Figures in color are encouraged, but the authors will be responsible for the expenses relating to color reproduction if they are the party requesting this. The figures may appear on the Journal's website without additional cost. If it is desired to reproduce figures that have already been published, the source must be acknowledged and the authors must forward a copy of the owner's written authorization of this reproduction. Photographs involving human beings must give due regard to the individual's privacy. Otherwise, the authors must provide written authorization from the patient or from the person responsible for this patient. Figures must be submitted in electronic format, as TIF or JPEG files. The figures must be sent separately in the electronic submission. All figures must be referred to in the text and be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals. Each figure must be accompanied by a descriptive legend that is placed after the references.

General instructions for on-line submission of manuscripts using the Manager Publication System (MPS)

All the submission process should be done through the internet address http://www.sgonline.com.br/rcbcp/sgp/which gives access to our Manager Publication System (MPS), where the submission of the article is done by the authors and the evaluation process is done by the reviewers of our editorial board in a process where the names of the authors are not displayed in any instance. When linked the system will ask for your user name and password in case you have already registered. On the contrary click on the link “Want to Register” and make your registration. In case you have forgotten your password, click on the appropriate link and the system will generate an automatic e-mail with the information.

The author or authors should keep a copy of all submitted material for publication as the editor can not be held responsible for any lost material.

The submission is an eight steps process as listed below:

1st Step: Informing article classification
- Choose one from the three options: Original Article, Revision Article, Update Article or Case Report.

2nd Step: Sending images for your article
- Images must be in JPG format. If your images need format changing access the section DOWNLOADS in SGP (Manager Publication System) on http://www.sgonline.com.br/rcbcp/sgp/downloads.asp and download some freeware programs offered for image edition (password is required).

The system accepts groups of five images at a time. In order to submit more than five images, click on “Send more images”. Soon after that it will be displayed miniatures of the images where there is an icon which must be clicked to edit the title and legend of each submitted image.

3rd Step: Registering co-authors
- Each author informing his/her full name, function and position; CPF number (for Brazilians) or any ID (in case of a foreigner) could be send later on.
- Co-authors sequence can be easily changed using the “arrows” displayed on the screen.

4th Step: Informing title and key-words
- Inform the manuscript title and keyword in your native language and in English, using from 2 to 6 related words. (THESE WORDS MUST BE PART OF DECS AND MESH), which can be found on MPS (Manager Publication System) on all of the screens.

5th Step: Informing Abstract and comments
- Abstract/Abstract must have 250 words at its maximum. The author should fill the following fields: Institution, Name and Mail Address, Financial Support (any other information on concessions or other type of financial support), and Letter to the Editor (optional). Important: The limit accepted by the on-line submission system for the summaries in native language and English is 250 words. The exceeding words will be automatically cut off by the system.

6th Step: Preparing manuscript
- In this screen a Word simulator is displayed having all format text function needed. In order to insert your text in this field, select your text and tables and copy paste it on “Preparing Manuscript” field; Images should have already been sent on the 2nd step and they will be inserted automatically at the end of the work. Important: never fill these fields with the names of the authors, co-authors or any other information that can identify where the work was done. This is because the reviewer should not have access to this information. If this instruction is not followed your work will return to you as OUT OF STANDARD in order to be correct.

7th Step: Filling, signing and sending Copyright and Conflicts of Interest forms
- In this step the Copyright and Conflict of Interest terms are displayed, clicking on the appropriate boxes.

8th Step: Author approval
- This is the last step to complete your manuscript submission. In this step the author will have an option to visualize his work in the system and will also be able to save a PDF version of the newly submitted work. Important: author should click on “APPROVE MANUSCRIPT” to have it send to the office of the BRAZILIAN HEAD AND NECK SOCIETY Journal for control and confirmation.
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